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About This Game

Butsbal is a fast paced multiplayer shooter game inspired by pong. Play the four different game modes with or against friends in
the local multiplayer or play against strangers in the online multiplayer. The clean and minimalist design puts the focus on the

gameplay.

Players will carry up to 5 bullets and will receive a new bullet every 3 seconds or kill. Bullets fired by the players will travel at a
constant velocity and will bounce against the borders. Which makes it a hectic but fun shooter. You always have to watch your

back!

Features

- 2 to 8 players local multiplayer
- Online multiplayer up to 8 players

- 4 game modes: DM, TDM, CTF and Last Man Standing
- 8 different levels

- Xbox 360 controller supported
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butabal steam

will not work with x plane 11, do not wast your money.
you will most likely have the same problem.. Bruh, it wasn't even worth $0.99 when it was on 75% sale. Unless you're rolling in
it and cant be bothered with other games! This game is a lot like the countless free flash games on the internet. It was worth the
2 hours but after that it isn't worth $3.99.. I was hoping that I could use the 'wasd' keys with the mouse as in other fps games
(strafing ). It seems as if you can't so the keybaoard option is pointless and unnatural to use. I'll use the controller from now on,
but that means I probably won't ever play the game tbh. Maybe I'm missing something? Looks like a good game otherwise.
I understand VR games need to be different to 'normal fps games', apparently to fully appreciate environment.

Being honest, I just want to play VR games the same way I play other fps games with mouse and keyboard... Fed up with the
slow and disconnected feeling of a xbox controller.. Its awsome
. If ever there was a game deserving of the “villain most in need of a hug” award it's this one, all Abe wants is to be loved and
you will regret not giving it to him ;). Silly people writes silly reviews.
This game is colorful, has nice art and concept, weird physics and good casual playability.
Get it if you want to play casually in short bursts. This one is perfect for that!.

I loved (and bought just for) the fact that it works perfectly on GNU\/Linux
Fedora 28, i7 7700K, 16GB RAM, Nitro+ RX 580. I love Dharker Studio games! this one especially given the magical/fantasy
setting!

My only complaint is it is a little too easy not to fail, played through on my first blind route trying to get the Shira or Eri Route
and ended up finding myself on the charlie route without having really trying to get to know her. That aside i loved all the
characters and the over all story and the different endings! Recommend this game to anyone!. Pretty good game,got it from
Humble Bundle. If you don't wanna read a review then click on the link to my youtube video I will put on the end

So A Bloody Night, its onthing to say pixels + blood and gore and another to have a fun game.
The blood and gore isn't really that bad because of the pixels same with the blood. The game itself is fun to play but there are
somethings wrong with it but lets first start with the good things.

The combat is fast and challenging its also verry easy to learn yet hard to master, that is the best way to do combat in my eyes.
you can only use a giant buster sword to best your enemies but man does it have some punch.

But here is also its weaqkness due to the way the sword works you can be stuck in a pose for several seconds wich can lead to
your death and when you jump onto a ledge you can't immediatly block. these elements make the game frustrating and should
be adressed by the developers for in my eyes it makes the game a bit unfair.

OVeral I like the game but it needs some work done to it to make it complete in my eyes. I do recommend that people check
this game out but keep in mind that it has things that can be very frustrating

My video :https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8epzSrA-50A
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Preview is short, but has more nuance in the character than expected. My wife has been asking almost everyday if this "is out
yet" - we can't wait.. This game was absolutely fascinating, and really gave me a brand new experience of VR games. It is
extremely immersive, and the teleportation method of moving felt very natural. I found myself getting so sucked into the story,
and really wanting to find out as much as I could. I loved being able to pause, move, rewind and fast forward to see every scene.
This took me the best part of around 6 hours to complete, and there are still some secrets I did not find, and achievements I did
not unlock, so with this in mind there is a reasonable amount of play time, but there is not endless replay value, so be aware of
that. Overall, a wonderful experience, relaxing and exciting at the same time, and playing with room-scale really is the way to
go.. Probably the most underrated and most avoided game of all time... By the time this game released a ton of players were into
wasting their money on battlefield and call of duty and csgp and other ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ts.. It has all good stuffs that battlefield and
cod and csgo has in combine. Its some kind of futuristic fps shooting war game but a damn fine one.. its funny that even i
avoided the game after watching it on youtube for so many years. Then god knows for some reason i decided to give it a try and
boi o boi it surprised the hack out of me that how good this game is... if u like a bit about fps gaming i highly recommend this
game for u then. Give it a try and then u realize that how good it is.. Last man standing during flag assault at Rorkes Drift. Zulus
swarmed over the walls. Shoot three, bayonet two, impaled by countless asagi spears. Die. Still won the round.

Would win round from beyond the grave again.. TRUST ME YOU DON'T WANT IT IT'S PORRLY WRITTEN AND VERY
PORRLY EXPLAINED AND YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO FOR THE FIRST BIT OF THE GAME!!!. Very simple,
but super fun. Brain!!!!. This is a small team that does try very hard to make any problems right with the user. I can say even
though I have been what most would consider rude, they still remained pofessional and made it right. This does not give you a
pass to be rude ;)

It is also the fastest photogrammety software out there!. Wife plays these games and really likes them, some puzzles are
challenging and gameplay is good as well.
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